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ATE LINDEBOOM RETIRES 
FROM CRV’S EXECUTIVE BOARD

Ate Lindeboom is standing down 
as Executive Director Operations & 
Development at CRV Holding BV to enjoy  
a well-deserved retirement. 
He will be succeeded by Alfred de Vries, 
CRV’s current manager of genetic products. 
After a successful 41-year career at CRV 

and its predecessors, Mr Lindeboom has 
decided to retire on January 1, 2015. 
He joined the board in 2001, where he 
played a major role in CRV’s evolution from 
a regional player to a leading world player in 
herd improvement.
As executive director, Mr Lindeboom was 
involved in several important acquisitions 
and was a driving force behind the 
innovation that has taken place at CRV. 
For example, he was instrumental in applying 
and developing genomics in breeding and 
expanding CRV’s portfolio of management 
products and services. Mr Lindeboom will 
continue to be consulted on CRV projects 
after he retires.

Succession
He is to be succeeded by Alfred de Vries, 
who has been the manager of genetic 
products at CRV since 2007. In this position 
he also managed the breeding, R&D and 
production departments.
Mr de Vries is an executive director with 
wide-ranging management experience in 
both co-operative and non-co-operative 
breeding organisations. 
He has an in-depth knowledge of genetics 
and data management and has headed 
up several major international breeding 
programmes.
Mr de Vries will be taking over Ate 

CRV EXPANDS TESTING CAPACITY
CRV now has a Delta test station in Flanders, Belgium. 
The breeding organisation and the Peeters family from 
Geel have agreed that the Peeters will take 15 CRV 
heifers into their milking herd every year. Already used in 
the breeding programme as maiden heifers, the animals 
are now to be given the opportunity to prove themselves 
within the 550-cow herd. Seven family members 
manage the farm, which often works with protocols and 
scores excellent technical results according to CRV.

Test stations
CRV now has a total of six test stations, since the recent 
addition of the Nooijen family’s farm in Coevorden. Here, 
too, 15 CRV heifers will be put to the test each year in 
the 120-cow dairy herd.

Walrich Delta Riant (s. Bolton) performed splendidly at 
one of the Delta test stations

Lindeboom’s responsibilities with a 
significant focus on the development of 
breeding and information products that 
support herd management.

Ate Lindeboom

Alfred de Vries
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AN ADDITIONAL
750KG OF MILK
IN DESCENDANTS+ = + =5% ADDITIONAL 

EFFICIENCY
IN A COW

5% ADDITIONAL 
HEALTH

IN A BULL

SAVING €80 
IN A COW’S
LIFE TIME

AN ADDITIONAL
€225 OF MILK
REVENUE IN A

COW’S LIFE TIME

2% LESS
DISEASES IN 

DESCENDANTS 

MANAGEMENT

BETTER LIFE INDEXES
IN PRACTICE
With the introduction of CRV’s unique Better Life breeding indicators, producers have  

new tools to breed more efficient and healthier cows. In this article we focus on how  

these indicators can be used in practice.

available in the U.S. Brett Haines from North 
America says that CRV is well on its way to 
making a name for itself with this. Mr Haines 
is convinced that improving feed efficiency 
is of particular interest to U.S. producers. On 
many farms feed costs are a large part of 
the cost of producing milk, and the prices of 
purchased feed vary greatly and have been 
high during the past  few years.

Direction to breeding
“The current content of the breeding 

indicators for efficiency and health is only 
the start,” adds Mr Klein Herenbrink. The 
formulas will be extended and refined in the 
coming years as new breeding information 
becomes available. According to the product 
manager, what is more important than the 
exact calculation behind the new breeding 
indicators, is the direction they can give to 
breeding. For example, in the Dutch/Flemish 
breeding programme, no animals are used 
with a negative score for either breeding 
indicator. According to Mr Klein Herenbrink, 

he new breeding indicators Better 
Life Efficiency and Better Life Health 

have been available since December 
2013. The development of these new tools 
for breeding is a result of the vision on 
sustainability that CRV published in 2013. 
Bulls that will be on the chart in 2020 should 
be able to sire daughters that will live for 
a year longer compared to the current 
cows and heifers in the herd, have a feed 
efficiency that is 10% higher and have 10% 
fewer problems with hoof and udder health.
According to Joost Klein Herenbrink, CRV’s 
international product manager for Holsteins, 
the terms Better Life Efficiency and Better Life 
Health make it very clear what CRV’s breeding 
programmes are about: breeding cows that 
produce efficiently and without problems. 
Whether they are Holsteins with typical dairy 
traits or dual-purpose Fleckvieh cows.

New era
“With the launch of Better Life Efficiency 
and Better Life Health, CRV is starting a new 
era in dairy breeding. Now is the time to 
breed for feed efficiency and for fertility and 
health,” says Mr Klein Herenbrink. CRV bulls’ 
scores for the breeding indicators are also 

T

In autumn 2013 CRV introduced two new breeding indicators: 
Better Life Efficiency and Better Life Health. These indicators help 
producers to breed efficient and healthy trouble-free cows. 

Better Life Efficiency indicates how much of the 
energy taken in a cow’s whole life is converted into 
milk. The following breeding values are currently 
incorporated: milk production, persistency, rate 

maturity, longevity, calving interval and body weight. 
Daughters of a bull with high efficiency produce more milk per 
kilogramme of feed. A bull with a score of +5% gives you an 
economic advantage of €225 in the lives of its daughters.  

Breeding for health and efficiency made easy

Better Life Health is the percentage of healthier 
animals compared to the population average. The 
indicator currently includes the following breeding 
values: udder health, claw health, calving ease, viability 

and daughter fertility. The resulting percentage lies between 0 and 
100. The higher the number, the higher the percentage of healthy 
animals compared to the population average. 
The advantage of using bulls with a high score for health is that the 
herd is easier to manage and that cows reach a higher average age. 
Daughters of a bull scoring +5 give you an advantage of €80 during 
a cow’s life. 
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MANAGEMENT

box), a financial value is calculated as well. 
This is subsequently used to calculate an 
average. 
The current bull package has an average 
score of 4.3 for Better Life Health and 7.3 
for Better Life Efficiency. This currently gives 
the brothers an advantage compared to an 
average herd of €391 (€61 + €330) per cow 
in a cow’s lifetime. 
The Tromp brothers add that they want to 
give more attention to health. The bulls 
from the top health package (see Table 2) 
have an average score of 8.4 for Better 
Life Health; an increase of more than 
four points compared to the current bull 
package. In addition, the average Better 
Life Efficiency index of the bull package will 
increase from the current 7.3 to 8.8. When 
the Tromp brothers use the bulls from the 

top health package, this will yield a return 
of €511 (€117 + €394) per cow in a cow’s 
lifetime. So compared to the current bull 
package, the brothers will have a financial 
advantage of €120 per cow in a cow’s 
lifetime. With the current farm size of 180 
cows, the brothers will earn more than 
€21,000. 

NUMBER THREE IN SERIES OF THREE
In this final article of this series of three, 
producers will share their experiences and 
results with the new breeding indicators 
Better Life Efficiency and Better Life Health. 
By completing the cycle of Better Life tools, 
it’s easier for producers to breed a healthy 
and efficient herd. 

the use of bulls also shows the shift in 
interest of producers. “Efficiency and health 
are really coming to life in practice,” he says.

Business objectives
The new breeding indicators Better Life 
Health and Better Life Efficiency help 
producers around the globe to achieve their 
business objectives. The ambition of the 
Tromp brothers is to grow. There is a strong 
focus on efficiency and, particularly, on 
healthy cows. 
The Tromp brothers’ unit is an excellent 
example of how breeding indicators can be 
used in practice. Table 1 shows the bulls that 
are currently used by the brothers. It also 
shows the corresponding Better Life Health 
and Efficiency indexes of the bulls used. 
Based on the general assumptions (see text 

Cricket, Improver, Stellando, Direct and Titanium: five bulls that 
are currently on the insemination list of brothers Arjan and Court 
Tromp and that all have high scores for health. “We want to 
improve the health of the cows – they need to get older,” Arjan 
explains.
In Houwerzijl, the Netherlands, the brothers started to use a 
new cow house in 2013. It’s a completely automated set up with 
milking robots, scraper robots and feeding robot, as well as 
activity monitoring. “The increase labour efficiency, we have used 
all the tools available to us for automation.”
The size of the herd, currently 180 cows, will also increase during 
the next few years. “We want cows that get older, because that 
will allow us to grow to 280 cows, which will fit into our new 
system.” In addition to this strategy, automated milking also 
requires adjustments in breeding. “The rear teats, for example, 
cannot be too close together.”

Udder and hoof health
In their choice of bulls, the brothers’ emphasis is on milk 
constituents and the important health traits. “Udder and hoof 
health in particular need to be improved. They are essential 
to smooth and regular visits to the milking robot. The current 
package of bulls has positive scores for this.” Arjan adds that, in 
addition, they also like to milk cows with good fat and protein. 

“Milk production has increased from 800 to 1000 litres and I 
expect a further increase in the coming years, but I would like 
to keep the fat and protein contents at the same level.”
In addition to reliable breeding bulls, Arjan says he has a lot 
of confidence in the young InSire bulls. “For me, it is about the 
figures; when they look good, the bull will get a chance.”  
After selecting the bulls, SireMatch makes the final choice 
for each cow or heifer. “This prevents inbreeding and also 
ensures the best match.” 
The current course has the brothers right on track. The breeding 
overview shows that the breeding values for health of the 
young stock are increasing. So the pair have unwittingly 
already taken the course to Better Life Health. “Our young 
stock look robust and healthy. We hope that they will provide 
us with a full barn as soon as possible.”

Tabel 1: Current Sire use    
BETTER LIFE HEALTH BETTER LIFE EFFICIENCY

Cricket 8 % € 112 2 % €  90

Improver 2 % €  28 2 % €  90

Stellando 4 % €  56 6 % € 270

Direct 3 % €  42 7 % € 315

Titanium 6 % €  84 9 % € 405

Average 4,3 % €  61 7,3 % € 330

Tabel 2: Top Health / Efficiency bulls
BETTER LIFE HEALTH BETTER LIFE EFFICIENCY

Kodak  7 % €  98  9 % € 405

Atlantic 11% € 154  6 % € 270

Danno  9 % € 126  9 % € 405

Rocky  9% € 126  8 % € 360

Mobile  9% € 126 10 % € 450

Bombay  7% €  98  7 % € 315

Chevrolet  7% €  98 11 % € 495

Norman  8% € 112 10 % € 450

Average  8,4 % € 117  8,8 % € 394

Tromp brothers: ‘More health, better longevity’

Arjan and Court Tromp use Better Life health indicator  
to improve the health of their cows
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2,353 

CRV BULLS

263 7

10

7

8

DELTA BOMBAY
(Jardin x Shottle)

APINA NORMAN
(Numero Uno x Ramos)

KG MILK  699

% FAT -0.05

% PROTEIN 0.06

UDDER 112

FEET & LEGS 108

LONGEVITY 573

CALVING EASE  105

LBS MILK  1,200

% FAT 0.17

% PROTEIN 0.04

UDDER 1.91

FEET & LEGS 1.04

LONGEVITY 6.0

CALVING EASE  6

Delta Bombay is the second 
bull in the NVI ranking and has 
an alternative pedigree free  
of O-Man and Goldwyn blood-
lines. Bombay inherits good 
milk production with +0.06% 
protein, excellent udders 
and strong feet and legs. His 
daughters are medium-sized 
and are well-balanced with a 
lot of capacity. Bombay is  
suitable for use on maiden 
heifers and his daughters  
also calve very easily. With 
high scores for hoof health,  
temperament and persistency 

Extremely high kilogrammes 
of fat and protein, excellent 
health traits, and superb 
udders: that’s Apina Norman 
in a nutshell. His outcross 
pedigree makes him very 
interesting and easy to use. 
The Numero Uno son scores 
high on all major health  
traits, like udder health,  
fertility, hoof health and 
calving ease. This leads to 
an overall Better Life Health 
index of +8%. 
Norman also transmits 
solid milk production and he 

his daughters are a pleasure 
to milk. With +7% for Better Life 
Health, +7% for Better Life  
Efficiency and a longevity of 
+573 days, Bombay can form 
the basis of a healthy herd with 
trouble-free production.

gives an extreme boost to the 
efficiency of the herd (+10%). 
Currently Norman tops the sire 
ranking in Great Britain (£635 
gPLI). Storming Norman: health, 
efficiency and fertility in one 
complete package!

Hedra Lize 737 (s. Bombay)

Apina Norman (s. Numero Uno)

170 4 4(Dos 4 x Rudolf)

(KG) MILK  815

% FAT -0.06

% PROTEIN 0.00

UDDER 110

FEET & LEGS 108

LONGEVITY 59

CALVING EASE  101

Sören is a new MRI bull who 
transmits a lot of milk and 
combines this with excellent 
udders and very strong feet 
and legs. For Sören, the  
adage that the apple never 
falls far from the tree couldn’t 
be truer. His dam Suzan 
493 produced, on average, 
9,500kg of milk at 4.8% fat and 
3.9% protein in three lactations. 
The Rudolf daughter  
combines this with a very 
good total conformation score 
of 88 points with 88 points for 
feet and legs. 

Sören’s sire, Dos 4, is a special-
ist in functional traits and inherits 
a lot of protein (both % and 
kilogrammes). Sören combines 
the qualities of both his parents, 
which makes him very popular. 

Sören (s. Dos 4)

SÖREN

BETTER LIFE HEALTH INDEXBETTER LIFE EFFICIENCY INDEXTOTAL INDEX
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CRV BULLS

7

8

5

7

DE VRENDT REALITY 
(Fiction x Ts Gogo)

(Manton x Hulock)

DELEGATE VAN DE PEUL
(Deputy x Atlantic)

(KG) MILK  1,138

% FAT -0.15

% PROTEIN -0.02

UDDER 108

FEET & LEGS 106

LONGEVITY 504

CALVING EASE  104

(KG) MILK  817

% FAT -0.06

% PROTEIN -0.02

UDDER 117

FEET & LEGS 112

LONGEVITY 123

CALVING EASE  116

(KG) MILK  531

% FAT 0.26

% PROTEIN 0.19

UDDER 113

FEET & LEGS 108

LONGEVITY 806

CALVING EASE  106

Reality is entering the top  
ranking of red-and-white 
daughter proven bulls. Just 
looking at his bloodline, Reality 
is a versatile bull who can be 
used in many herds. This  
former InSire Top bull has 
many benefits. He offers  
efficient milk production (+8%) 
and healthy cows (+5%). 
His daughters produce a lot 
of milk and fat and protein 
(+76kg). Reality daughters 
have good type and  
well-balanced udders. 
Maturity and lifetime  

The young genomic (InSire) Bull 
Magic is being used in several 
countries including Germany, 
Austria, Czech Republic, Italy, 
the Netherlands, France, Serbia 
and Brazil. Magic is free of the 
most-used Fleckvieh proven 
bull of the past few years, like 
Winnipeg, Vanstein, Rau and 
Rumgo. Furthermore he has 
a very interesting bloodline 
with one of the best daughter-
proven bulls Manton (sire) and 
Hulock (grandsire). The dam 
of Manton, Europa, achieved a 
milk yield of almost 10,000 litres 

The number-one InSire 
top bull Delegate van de 
Peul is a grandson from the 
number-one daughter proven 
black-and-white bull Delta 
Atlantic. Just like his grandsire, 
Delegate transmits superb 
practical traits, such as  
udder health, hoof health and 
longevity, thus contributing to 
a healthy herd (+7%). 
With an extremely high NVI of 
325 points, Delegate transmits 
high contents (+0.26% fat  
and +0.19%  protein) and high  
efficiency (+8%). With an  

production are the strength of 
the cow family of Reality. His dam 
has already produced 44,000kg 
of milk, at 3.59% protein, in four 
lactations. Are you looking for 
easy-to-manage cows? Reality 
will make it a reality!

in her first lactation. Magic has 
good conformation, with excellent 
udders and strong feet and legs. 
His really good fitness traits and 
positive efficiency and health 
traits underline the quality of 
Magic. Magic: a magic bull! 

excellent overall conformation 
score of 113 in combination with 
a breeding value of 113 for udder, 
Delegate is a good match for any 
modern herd. Delegate: superb 
genes of Atlantic now available 
for red-and-white section as well!

Olga 74 (s. Reality) 

Magic (s. Manton)

Delegate van de Peul (s. Deputy)

MAGIC

325

135

BETTER LIFE HEALTH INDEXBETTER LIFE EFFICIENCY INDEXTOTAL INDEX

221 8 5
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CRV AROUND THE WORLD

CANVAS DAUGHTER
PRODUCES 111KG OF MILK PER DAY
Brazilian Canvas daughter Indiana Canvas, owned by 
Nosso Recanto from Uberlândia and Monte Alegre de 
Minas, has won the 25th National Dairy Tournament in 
Brazil with a daily yield of 111.4kg of milk. Indiana beat 21 
fellow competitors to the title. The Canvas daughter is 
three-quarters Holstein and a quarter Zebu.

Thousands of kilometres
The National Dairy Tournament, held in the Brazilian city 
of Uberaba, is a remarkable competition. The milk yields 
of cows from all corners of Brazil are recorded during 
a ten-day period under strict conditions. Some of the  
competitors had travelled thousands of kilometres to  
take part.
All cows are milked three times a day during the 
competition, and the owners are allowed to feed 
and look after the animals themselves. A group of 15 
observers keeps a 24-hour watch on the cows to prevent 
any unfair competition.

CRV BULLS DOMINATE
SCANDINAVIAN RANKINGS

D’n Driehoek Nilson is the new leader of the Scandinavian 
Interbull rankings for August 2014. The G-Force son, out of 
Elagaaster Boxer daughter Commandeur 763, scores an NTM 
of 46. 
Delta Bookem Danno (s. Bookem), Newhouse Jasper (s. 
G-Force) and AH Vitesse (s. Gravity) are the other CRV bulls 
in the Scandinavian top 10, scoring NTMs of 41, 40 and 39 
respectively.

Commandeur 763, dam of Nilson

Aglaia and Georg Lausch with daughter Johanna, 
grandson Leopolt and the top fertility cow Farina

Indiana Canvas (s. Canvas) produced an impressive 111.4kg of milk
on one of the competition days

14 INSEMINATIONS; 
14 CALVES
AI technician Friedl Marcher from CRV Deutschland 
and Fleckvieh cow Farina seem to be a good team. 
After every insemination the cow gets pregnant again. 
So she’s calved 14 times already – most recently in 
September 2014. Farina is owned by the Lausch family, 
living in Jakobstal near Pfaffing in Bavaria. The organic 
unit is home to 26 cows that have milked for an average 
of seven lactations.
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CRV AROUND THE WORLD

CLASSIC DAUGHTER 
OVERALL CHAMPION

EXCEPTIONAL HUNTER DAUGHTERS

Classic daughter Chipie was declared overall champion at the 
French national red-and-white show. Chipie was making her showing 
debut at the event, as she had never before taken part in a breeding 
cattle show. The protégé of the Ar Veridy partnership from  
Cléden-Poher was a winner earlier in the day among the older  
red-and-white cows.

Classic daughter Chipie wins French national red-and-white show

APINA NORMAN NEW 
NUMBER ONE IN GB
Apina Norman is the new number-one bull in Great Britain. He is 
strong for longevity, daughter fertility and production efficiency.
Apina Norman (265 NVI, Numero Uno x Ramos) is topping the sire 
ranking in Great Britain (£635 gPLI). He is a real udder improver 
(111) and excels in health (+8%) and longevity (+619 days). More 
information about Norman can be found on page four.

Ganvo Helena

The rumours of the first lactating daughters of 
Cookiecutter Mom Hunter are spectacular. One of his 
Dutch daughters, Ganvo Helena, calved at 23 months 
and shows great persistency in her milk production. 
After a slow start of 24.3kg a day, her yield steadily 
increased to 36.9kg a day. She is classified VG87, 
with 86 frame, 85 dairy strength, 88 udder and 85 
feet and legs. After 119 days in milk, she is projected 
to produce 9,614kg of milk, at 3.93% fat and 3.56% 
protein, in 305 days.

Apina Norman

VISIT TO CRV DISTRIBUTOR IN GREECE
Niek Vos (Area Manager IBD) recently visited some farms in Greece. 
Greek producers were operating on modern and up-to-date 
installations with herd sizes of between 100 and 250 milking cows. 
Production on these farms averaged between 25 and 35kg per day, 
where most producers milk three times per day. The producers are 
optimistic about the future of the Greek dairy sector. The growth 
plans which almost all had, reflected this and make it interesting to 

look at the advantages sexed semen can bring to their plans.
Because of this growth strategy, it could be concluded that many 
producers are looking for a herd requiring less labour and work per 
cow. Breeding for health and management traits, next to production, 
is becoming more important for Greek breeders. The use of genomic 
bulls is also growing, even though some Greek producers prefer to 
still exclusively use daughter-proven bulls in their breeding strategy. 
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MAJOR INSIRE MILESTONE!

CZECH NATIONAL FLECKVIEH SHOW 2014

CRV recently passed a major milestone with 
the sales of InSire bulls. July 2014 was the 
first month in the history of CRV that more 
than 50% of the black-and-white Holstein 
Friesian product sold was from InSire 
bulls! A remarkable fact, particularly when 
looking at the quality of the company’s 
daughter-proven sires that are available at 
the moment. 
The fact that a lot of producers are currently 
milking daughters by former InSire Topbulls, 
such as Atlantic, Gofast, Bluejay, Emerald, 

Czech National Fleckvieh Champion

FUTURE EVENTS
15-16 JANUARY 2015 
CRV Cow-Expo Agriflanders,
Gent, Belgium

Highlights is a publication of CRV BV. CRV is a Dutch-Flemish farmers co-operative with six business units  
(International Business Development, Central Europe, Oceania, North America, South America and  
Western Europe). Highlights is published three times a year. 
Editor: CRV International Business Development.
For information about CRV, please go to our website: www.crv4all.com 
or contact: CRV, P.O. Box 5073, 6802 EB Arnhem, the Netherlands. 
Phone: + 31 26 3898 500, Fax: + 31 26 3898 555, E-mail: sales@crv4all.com
Material appearing in Highlights is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission of CRV.

CRV NEWS

The Czech championship was held at 
Radešínská Svratka in September. There 
were 80 cows, between their first and 
fifth lactation, from 27 different companies 
registered in the championship. Besides the 
cows, visitors could also view an exhibition 
of agricultural technology and company 
stands.
The main part of the programme was, 
of course, the Fleckvieh Championship. 
The first-lactation category winner was a 
daughter by Rau from Nahořanská a s, and 
second place was taken by Montbeliarde 
Valfin’s daughter from Zemědělská a s 
Koloveč. Rau’s daughters also won in the 
second and third lactation categories, as 
well as the best-udder class. The first calver 
category winner was also crowned The 
National Fleckvieh Champion at the end of 
the day. 
This national show is the largest event for all 

Two daughters of former 
InSire Top bull Gofast

Czech Fleckvieh Breeders. The quality and 
presentation of the daughters originated 
from CRV’s breeding programme again 

CRV SELLS 50% SHARE OF ST BRAZIL
CRV has sold its 50% share in 
the joint venture ST Brazil to 
Sexing Technologies, which now 
owns 100% of the shares. CRV 
will continue to offer high-quality 
sexed semen in the Brazilian 
market from both Brazilian bulls 

as well as from European and 
American bulls.
CRV offers sexed semen from 
a wide range of bulls to the 
Brazilian market. This sexed 
semen comes from both locally 
bred bulls and European and 

underlines the significant role that  
the company plays in Czech cattle  
breeding. 

American sires. Whereas 
ST Brazil is focusing on the 
production of sexed semen from 
local bulls in Brazil, CRV expects 
the demand for European and 
American sexed semen, in 
particular, to increase during the 

next few years. On the basis  
of this expectation, CRV  
has chosen to sell its shares  
in ST Brazil to Sexing 
Technologies.

Camion and Reality, builds a lot of trust in 
CRV’s genomic product. This confidence is 

now also confirmed by looking at the sales 
figures for its InSire product. 


